Dynamic Assembly of Small Parts in Vortex-Vortex Traps Established within a Rotating Fluid.
Stable, purely fluidic particle traps established by vortex flows induced within a rotating fluid are described. The traps can manipulate various types of small parts, dynamically assembling them into high-symmetry clusters, cages, interlocked architectures, jammed colloidal monoliths, or colloidal formations on gas bubbles. The strength and the shape of the trapping region can be controlled by the strengths of one or both vortices and/or by the system's global angular velocity. The system exhibits a range of interesting dynamical behaviors including a Hopf-bifurcation transition between equilibrium-point trapping and the so-called limit cycle in which the particles are confined to circular orbits. Theoretical considerations indicate that these vortex-vortex traps can be further miniaturized to manipulate objects with sizes down to ≈10 µm.